
MAN ALIVE!

T hese exercises show you how to activate and strengthen smaller 
muscles, many of them in the core, which have a strong eff ect on 
your overall athletic ability. They’re worth trying, even if you’re not 
returning from injury. “You can press 100kg in the gym, but if you 

haven’t got that core strength you really are going to be susceptible to any 
sort of injury,” says Farah. “I’m starting to use muscles now I never have 
– the little muscles you need to make sure you are strong all over.

“These are exercises we include in our normal weights program. I mix 
them up. If I’ve got a big weights session on the legs, I don’t want to overdo 
it, so I’ll only do a few of them. But I try to do each one a few times a week.” 

Overhead Squats
This is more of a warm-up exercise. One of my problems is that I bend from the back a lot 
and put pressure on it. Keeping a straight posture is the key. It’s also a stretching exercise 
where I’m getting that range through my glutes and hip fl exors, trying to get real low from 
the hips rather than bending the back. This tries to tell my brain to bend from the hips a bit 
more and use the legs to drive up. Use of the stick isolates your midsection – you’ve really 
got to suck in your abs to control so that your back doesn’t tilt. Do three sets of 12.

Single-leg Beam Squat 
You’re using this to mainly build up your glutes with a bit of quad strength. Put pressure 
through the heel and drive up through it. It’s all about concentration and balance. Keep 
your hips square because your body wants to tilt, swing and sway and even though it’s 
just your body weight, it’s a lot harder than it looks. Start on a small bench, 20cm above 
the fl oor. Start with a small range of motion – say 30 degrees, then 45. Your knee should 
come straight over your toe. If there’s weakness, your knee will start to tilt inwards or twist 
outwards – that shows weakness in your hips and glutes. Do eight each leg, three sets.

Single-leg Step-up
This is a bit more explosive – a power exercise that simulates the running action, so you 
want to drive with your arms as well as your legs as you come up. You start with one 
foot up on the bench, with your opposite arm in the running action. As you drive up 
through that leg, bring your knee through and the opposite arm together. You really 
want to extend your body through. And repeat. Eights reps, three sets.

Deadlift Lunge
If the gym doesn’t have one of these 
machines, just use dumbbells (right). You are 
isolating the glute by hooking your back leg 
up on the bench – it takes out the use of that 
leg totally. If you are doing a normal lunge, 
you’re using that back leg to help drive up. 
Again, you want to get as low as possible, 
with the knee straight out over the toe and really use that glute to drive up. You don’t go too 
heavy on that, especially at the start – 5-7kg is more than enough. Three sets of 8-12 reps.

THE WORK-OUT

8AM Get up. Have breakfast.
10AM Hypoxic training (see box, P75). 
11AM Weights.
12.30PM Lunch.
1.30PM Field session. It’ll be different 
to the day before. If we’d done skills 
and defence, this time it might be 
running, and vice versa. Or some 
game conditioning. There’s always 
tactical meetings in between. 
Defensive meetings, offensive 
meetings, all types.
4.30-5PM Training fi nished 
– head home.
12AM Bed.

8AM Get up. Have breakfast.
10AM Speed session. Last year we 
started at 7am, but this year we’ve 
gone back to 10am starts, which 
is great. I’m not a morning person.
11AM The forwards will do a core 
class with the core trainer and the 
backs do weights, then we’ll swap 
over 45 minutes later. 
12.30AM Lunch.
1.30-3.30PM Field session – fi tness, 
skills or whatever, including warm-up.
4.30-5PM Go home. Eat, rest and 
recover as best I can.
12AM Bed.
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